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Abstract

Viewing cooperative distributed problem solving
(CDPS) as distributed constraint satisfaction provides
a useful formalism for characterizing CDPS techniques. In this paper, we describe this formalism
and compare algorithms for solving distributed constraint satisfaction problems (DCSPs). In particular,
we present our newly developed technique called asynchronous backtracking that allows agents to act asynchronously and concurrently, in contrast to the traditional sequential backtracking techniques employed in
constraint satisfaction problems. Our experimental results show that solving DCSPs in a distributed fashion
is worthwhile when the problems solved by individual
agents are loosely-coupled.
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Introduction

Cooperative distributed problem solving (CDPS)
is a sub eld of AI that is concerned with how a set
of arti cially intelligent agents can work together to
solve problems. Recently, [9] has presented the idea
of viewing CDPS as a distributed state space search
in order to develop a general framework for CDPS.
This concept is important because, without such general frameworks, it is very dicult to compare alternative approaches or to reproduce results obtained by
one approach on slightly di erent problems. Our goal
is to develop a framework for formalizing a subset of
CDPS problems and methods by extending constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) [10] to distributed multiagent environments. In this paper, we de ne a dis-

tributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) as a
CSP in which multiple agents are involved. DCSPs
are important for the following reasons:

 Various CDPS problems can be formalized
as DCSPs.

Multi-agent resource allocation problems described in [4], [8], in which tasks or resources must
be allocated to agents so that inter-agent constraints are satis ed, can be formalized as DCSPs
by viewing each task or resource as a variable and
the possible assignments as values. Also, an interpretation problem by multiple agents such as
[11] can be mapped into a DCSP framework by
viewing possible interpretations as possible variable values. Distributed truth maintenance tasks
described in [1] are essentially solving a DCSP
where each variable can be either IN or OUT.
By formalizing these problems as DCSPs, these
problems can be solved by the general algorithms
described in this paper.

 DCSPs provide a formal framework for
studying various CDPS methods.

There are various options in the methods for solving DCSPs, which in uence the eciency (e.g.,
the selection order of the values). Agents have
to make decisions about these options and these
decisions are interrelated. DCSPs serve as a basis
for studies such as [6], in which agents exchange
their local plans in order to make agents' decisions
coherent.
In this paper, we de ne DCSPs and discuss alternative methods for solving them. In particular, we
introduce our newly developed technique, called asyn-

chronous backtracking. Backtracking, which is a standard approach to solve CSPs, is essentially a sequential procedure. Our new algorithm allows agents to
act concurrently and asynchronously. We experimentally show how our algorithm outperforms standard
backtracking techniques. In addition, our experiments
highlight issues of granularity in loosely-coupled distributed systems.

belongs to one agent i (this relation is represented as
belongs(xj ; i)). Constraints are also distributed among
agents. The fact that the agent k knows the constraint
predicate Pl is represented as known(Pl ; k ).
We say that a DCSP is solved i the following conditions are satis ed.
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Without loss of generality, we make the following assumptions while describing our algorithms for simplicity.

Distributed Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (DCSP)

2.1

 8 , 8 j belongs( j ) )
and 8 , 8 l known( l

is instantiated to dj ,
Pl is true under
the assignment x1 = d1 ; x2 = d2 ; : : : ; xm = dm .
i




x1 ; x 2 ; :::; xm

2.2

DCSP

In a DCSP, the variables of a CSP are distributed
among agents. We assume the following communication model.

 Communication between agents is done by send

ing messages. An agent can send messages to
other agents i the agent knows the addresses of
the agents1 .
The delay in delivering a message is nite, though
random. For the transmission between any pair
of agents, messages are received in the order in
which they were sent.

Each agent has some variables and tries to instantiate
their values. Constraints may exist between variables
of di erent agents, and the instantiations of the variables must satisfy these inter-agent constraints. Formally, there exist n agents 1; 2; : : : ; n. Each variable xj
1 This

model does not necessarily mean that the physical
communication network must be fully connected (i.e., a complete graph). Unlike most parallel/distributed algorithm studies, in which the topology of the physical communication network plays an important role, we assume the existence of a
reliable underlying communication structure among agents and
do not care about the implementation of the physical communication network.

x ;i

k

CSP

A CSP is formally de ned as m variables
, taking their values from a domains
D1 ; D2 ; :::; Dm respectively, and a set of constraints
on their values. A constraint is de ned by a predicate. That is, the constraint Pk (xk1 ; : : : ; xkj ) is a
predicate which is de ned on the Cartesian product
Dk1 2 : : : 2 Dkj .
This predicate is true i the instantiations of these variables satisfy this constraint.
Solving a CSP is equivalent to nding an assignment
of values to all the variables such that all constraints
are satis ed.

x
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Each agent has exactly one variable.
Each agent knows all constraint predicates relevant to its variable.
Methods for DCSP

Methods for solving CSPs can be divided into two
groups, namely backtracking algorithms and consistency algorithms [10]. Consistency algorithms are preprocessing procedures that are invoked before backtracking. Consistency algorithms in the ATMS framework [5] are essentially monotonic and can be applied
straightforwardly to DCSP [13]. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on backtracking algorithms for DCSPs.
3.1

Centralized Backtracking

The most trivial algorithm for solving a DCSP is
to select a leader agent among all agents, and gather
all information about variables, their domains, and
their constraints, into the leader agent. The leader
then solves the CSP alone using standard backtracking
algorithms. This approach is wasteful, both in terms
of communication overhead (for selecting a leader and
collecting the information at the leader) and in loss
of parallelism (as the other agents sit idle while the
leader solves the CSP).
3.2

Synchronous Backtracking

The standard backtracking algorithm for CSP can
be simply modi ed to yield the synchronous backtracking algorithm for DCSP. Assume the agents agree
on an instantiation order for their variables (such as
agent 1 goes rst, then agent 2, and so on). Each
agent, receiving a partial solution (the instantiations
of the preceding variables) from the previous agent,
instantiates its variable based on the constraints that

it knows about. If it nds such a value, it appends
this to the partial solution and passes it on the next
agent. If no instantiation of its variable can satisfy
the constraints, then it sends a backtracking message
to the previous agent.
While this algorithm does not su er from the same
communication overhead as the centralized method, it
does su er from ineciencies by not taking advantage
of parallelism. Because, at any given time, only one
agent is receiving the partial solution and acting on it,
the DCSP is still solved sequentially 2 .
3.3

Asynchronous Backtracking

Our asynchronous backtracking algorithm removes
the drawbacks of synchronous backtracking by allowing agents to run concurrently and asynchronously.
Each agent instantiates its variable and communicates
the variable value to relevant agents. To simplify this
discussion, let us assume that constraints are binary.
We represent a DCSP in which all constraints are
binary as a network, where variables are nodes and
constraints are links between nodes3 . Since each agent
has exactly one variable, a node also represents an
agent. We use the same identi er (id) for representing an agent and its variable. We also assume that
every link (constraint) is directed. In other words, one
of the two agents involved in a constraint is assigned
that constraint, and receives the other agent's value.
A link is directed from the value sending agent to the
constraint evaluating agent. For example, in Figure
1 (a), there are three agents, x1 ; x2 ; x3 , with variable
domains f1; 2g; f2g; f1; 2g respectively, and the constraints x1 6= x3 and x2 6= x3 .
Each agent instantiates its variable concurrently
and sends the value to the agents which are connected
by outgoing links. After that, agents wait for and respond to messages. Figure 2 describes procedures for
receiving two kinds of messages. One kind is an ok?
message, that a constraint evaluating agent receives
from a value sending agent, asking whether the value
chosen is acceptable (Figure 2 (i)). The second kind
is a nogood message that a value sending agent receives, indicating that the constraint evaluating agent
has found a constraint violation (Figure 2 (ii)).
2 Recently, [3] presented a variation of synchronous backtracking called Network Consistency Protocol, in which agents
construct a depth- rst search tree. Agents act synchronously
by passing privilege, but the agents which have the same parent
in the search tree can act concurrently.
3 It must be emphasized that this constraint network has
nothing to do with the physical communication network. The
link in the constraint network is not a physical communication
link, but a logical relation between agents.

An agent has a set of values from the agents which
is connected to by incoming links. These values constitute the agent's agent view. The fact that x1 's value
is 1 is represented by a pair of the agent id and the
value, (x1 ; 1). Therefore, an agent view is a set of
these pairs, e.g., f(x1 ; 1); (x2 ; 2)g. If an ok? message
is sent on an incoming link, the evaluating agent adds
the pair to its agent view and checks whether its own
value assignment (represented as (my id, my value))
is consistent with its agent view. Its own assignment
is consistent with the agent view if all constraints the
agent evaluates are true under the value assignments
described in the agent view and (my id, my value),
and all communicated nogoods are not compatible 4
with the agent view and (my id, my value). If its own
assignment is not consistent with the agent view, the
agent tries to change my value so that it will be consistent with the agent view.
A subset of an agent view is called a nogood if the
agent is not able to nd my value which is consistent with the subset. If an agent nds a subset of
its agent view is a nogood, the assignments of other
agents must be changed. Therefore, the agent causes
a backtrack (Figure 2 (iii)) and sends a nogood message
to one of the other agents.

3.3.1 Avoiding In nite Processing Loops
If agents change their values again and again and never
reach a stable state, they are in an in nite processing
loop. An in nite processing loop can occur if there
exists a value changing loop of agents, such as if a
change in x1 causes x2 to change, then this change
in x2 causes x3 to change, which then causes x1 to
change, and so on. In the network representation, such
a loop is represented by a cycle of directed links.
One way to avoid cycles in a network is to use a total order relationship among nodes. If each node has
an unique id, and a link is directed from the smaller
node to the larger node, there will be no cycle in the
network. This means that each agent has an unique
id, and for each constraint, the larger agent will be
an evaluator, and the smaller agent will send an ok?
message to the evaluator. Furthermore, if a nogood is
found, a nogood message is sent to the largest agent
in the nogood (Figure 2 (iii-a)). Similar techniques to
this unique id method are used for avoiding deadlock
in distributed database systems [12]. The knowledge
each agent requires for this unique id method is much
4A

nogood is compatible with the agent view and (my id,
) if all variables in the nogood have the same values in
the agent view and (my id, my value).
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Figure 1: Example of constraint network
more local than that needed for synchronous backtracking. In synchronous backtracking, agents must
act in a prede ned sequential order. Such a sequential order can not be obtained easily just by giving an
unique id to each agent.

3.3.2 Handling Asynchronous Changes
In the following, we show the methods for handling
the diculties which are caused by the asynchronous
activities of agents.

Tolerating Inconsistent Agent Views. Because
agents change their instantiations asynchronously, an
agent view is subject to incessant changes. This can
lead to potential inconsistencies, because a constraint
evaluating agent might send a nogood message to an
agent that has already changed the value of an offending variable as a result of other constraints. In
essence, the nogood message may be based on obsolete information, and the value sending agent should
not necessarily change its value again.
We introduce the use of context attachment to deal
with these potential inconsistencies. In context attachment, an agent couples its message with the no-

good that triggered it. This nogood is the context of
backtracking. After receiving this message, the recipient only changes its value if the nogood is compatible with its current agent view and its own assignment (Figure 2 (ii-a)). Since the nogood attached
to a nogood message indicates the cause of the failure, asynchronous backtracking includes the function
of dependency-directed backtracking in CSPs [10].
A nogood can be viewed as a new constraint derived
from the original constraints. By incorporating such
a new constraint, agents can avoid repeating the same
failure again. For example, in Figure 1 (c), the nogood f(x1 ; 1); (x2 ; 2)g represents a constraint between
x1 and x2 . Since there is no link between x1 and x2
originally, a new link must be added between them 5 .
Therefore, after receiving the nogood message, agent
x2 asks x 1 to add a link between them. In general,
even if all original constraints are binary, newly derived constraints can be among more than 2 variables.
In such a case, one of the agents in the constraint will
be an evaluator and links will be added between each
of non-evaluator agents and the evaluator.
5 Since a link in the constraint network represents a logical
relation between agents, adding a link does not mean adding a
new physical communication path between agents.

Interrupting Constraint Checking. In asyn-

chronous backtracking, an agent view may change
while an agent is checking all applicable constraints
when received (ok?, (sender id,value)) do | (i)
to instantiate its variable. When this happens, conadd (sender id,value) to agent view;
tinuing the local computation is useless since the value
when my value and agent view are
it chooses must be checked against the new agent view
inconsistent do
anyway. Our asynchronous backtracking algorithm
change my value to a new consistent value; | (i{a) handles this problem by interrupting the consistency
when can not nd such a value do backtrack;
checks (performed at Figure 2 (i{a) and (ii{b)) whenchange my value to a new consistent value;
ever the agent view changes. Furthermore, we have
end do;
incorporated the technique of backmarking [7] to let
send (ok?, (my id,my value)) to its outgoing links; an agent take advantage of as much of the interrupted
end do;
computation's results as possible. Here is the basic
end do;
idea of backmarking: Assume an agent does consistency checks between its variable xi and the variables
when received (nogood, sender id, nogood) do | (ii) of other agents x1; : : : ; xi01 . If a consistency check for
record nogood;
value d fails with the variable xj , the agent marks the
when (id,value) where id is not connected
value d with xj . Now, assume that the agent receives
is contained in nogood do
a message that changes the variable xk , and value d is
request id to add a link from id to my id
marked as xj before the message is received. If j < k ,
and add (id,value) to agent view;
the agent knows that assigning its variable with the
end do;
value d will still lead to an inconsistency (since the
if agent view and my value are incompatible
value of xj has not changed). Also, if k < j , then any
with nogood | (ii{a)
checks the agent did with the value d and x1 ; : : : ; xk01
then send (ok?, (my id,my value)) to sender id;
are still satis ed and need not be rechecked. The agent
else change my value
thus avoids unnecessary constraint checking by having
to a new consistent value; | (ii{b)
saved information from the interrupted computation.
when can not nd such a value do backtrack;
change my value to a new consistent value;
end do;
3.3.3 Example
send (ok?, (my id,my value)) to its outgoing links;
end if;
In Figure 1 (b), by receiving ok? messages from x1
procedure backtrack | (iii)
and x2 , the agent view of x3 will be f(x1 ; 1); (x2 ; 2)g.
Since there is no possible value for x3 consistent with
begin
nogoods fVs j Vs =inconsistent subset of agent viewg; this agent view, this agent view is a nogood. Agent
when fg2 nogoods do
x3 chooses the largest agent in the agent view, agent
broadcast to other agents that there is
x2 , and sends a nogood message with the nogood, and
no solution, terminate this algorithm;
removes (x2 ; 2) from the agent view. By receiving this
nogood message, agent x2 records this nogood. This
end do;
nogood, f(x1 ; 1); (x2 ; 2)g contains agent x1 , which is
for each Vs = f(id1 ; v1 ); : : :g 2 nogoods do;
not connected with x2 by a link. Therefore, a new link
select (idj ; vj ) where
must be added between x1 and x2 . Agent x2 requests
idj is the largest in Vs ; | (iii-a)
x1 to send x1 's value to x2 , and adds (x1 ; 1) to its
send (nogood, my id, Vs) to idj ;
agent view (Figure 1 (c)). Agent x2 checks whether
remove (idj ; vj ) from agent view;
end do;
its value is consistent with the agent view. Since the
end backtrack;
nogood received from agent x3 is compatible with its
assignment (x2 ; 2) and its agent view f(x1 ; 1)g, the
assignment (x2 ; 2) is inconsistent with the agent view.
The agent view f(x1 ; 1)g is a nogood because x2 has
Figure 2: Procedure for receiving messages
no other possible values. There is only one agent in
this nogood, i.e., agent x1 , so agent x2 sends a nogood
message to agent x1 (Figure 1 (d)).

3.3.4 Algorithm Soundness and Completeness
If there exists a solution, this algorithm reaches a
stable state where all variable values satisfy all constraints, and all agents are waiting for an incoming
message6 . If no solution exists, this algorithm discovers this fact and terminates. For the agents to reach
a stable state, all their variable values must perforce
satisfy all constraints. Thus, the soundness of the algorithm is clear. Furthermore, the algorithm is complete, in that it nds a solution if one exists and terminates with failure when there is no solution.
A solution does not exist when the problem is overconstrained. In an overconstrained situation, our algorithm eventually generates a nogood corresponding to
the empty set. Because a nogood logically represents
a set of assignments which leads to a contradiction,
an empty nogood means that any set of assignments
leads to a contradiction. Thus, no solution is possible.
Our algorithm thus terminates with failure if and only
if an empty nogood is formed.
So far, we have shown that when the algorithm
leads to a stable state the problem is solved, and when
it generates an empty nogood, the algorithm terminates with failure. What remains is that we need
to show that the algorithm must reach one of these
conclusions in nite time. The only way that our algorithm might not reach a conclusion is at least one
agent is cycling among its possible values in an in nite
processing loop. Given our algorithm, we can prove by
induction that this cannot happen as follows.
In the base case, assume that the agent with the
lowest id, x1 , is in an in nite loop. Because it has the
lowest id, x1 only receives nogood messages. When
it proposes a possible value, x1 either receives a nogood message back, or else gets no message back. If it
receives nogood messages for all possible values of its
variable, then it will generate an empty nogood (any
choice leads to a constraint violation) and the algorithm will terminate. If it does not receive a nogood
message for a proposed value, then it will not change
that value. Either way, it cannot be in an in nite loop.
Now, assume that agents x1 to xk01 (k > 2) are
in a stable state, and agent xk is in an in nite processing loop. In this case, the only messages agent
xk receives are nogood messages from agents whose
ids are larger than k, and these nogood messages contain only the agent ids x1 to xk . Since agents x1 to
6 We should mention that the way to determine that agents
as a whole have reached a stable state is not contained in this
algorithm. To detect the stable state, distributed termination
detection algorithms such as [2] are needed.

xk01 are in a stable state, the nogoods agent xk receives must be compatible with its agent view, and so
xk will change instantiation of its variable with a different value. Because its variable's domain is nite,
xk will either eventually generate a value that does
not cause it to receive a nogood (which contradicts the
assumption that xk is in an in nite loop), or else it exhausts the possible values and sends a nogood to one
of x1 : : : xk01 . However, this nogood would cause an
agent we assumed as being in a stable state to not be
in a stable state. Thus, by contradiction, xk cannot
be in an in nite processing loop.
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Evaluation

In this section, we compare the eciency of the
asynchronous, synchronous, and centralized backtracking algorithms. We simulate concurrent activity
among the agents using a discrete event simulation,
where each agent maintains its own simulated clock.
An agent's time is incremented by one simulated time
unit whenever it performs a constraint check. Because
the asynchronous algorithm permits constraint checks
in parallel, we expected this algorithm to outperform
the centralized approach. However, to make the comparison more fair, we have to recognize that the multiagent algorithms depend on communication between
agents. For this reason we introduced a communication delay td , such that a message issued at time t is
available to the recipient at time t + td .
Given this model, we applied the algorithms to a
well-studied constraint satisfaction problem, the nqueens problem. Each agent is assigned a queen to
position in its column under the constraints that its
queen not be threatened by the queens of other agents.
By associating one queen per agent for 8- and 12queens problems, we thus experimented with networks
of 8 and 12 agents, respectively.
We analyzed performance in terms of the amount
of simulated time required to solve the problems, and
varied the communication delay. Our results are summarized in the graph shown in Figure 3. To make the
comparisons fair, we included dependency-directed
backtracking and backmarking in the synchronous and
centralized systems as well as in our asynchronous
mechanisms. When comparing asynchronous with
synchronous backtracking, the additional parallelism
of asynchronous backtracking makes our new algorithms 1.5 to 2 times as fast as synchronous backtracking. As communication delay increases, the time
needs of both algorithms increase linearly.

asynchronous backtracking (8queens)
X1 X2 X3 X4

synchronous backtracking (8queens)

Q

centralized backtracking (8queens)

Q

asynchronous backtracking (12queens)

Q

number of time steps

synchronous backtracking (12queens)
centralized backtracking (12queens)
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
message delay (time steps)

Figure 3: Comparison between asynchronous, synchronous and centralized backtracking (8, 12 queens
problems)
An initially surprising result, however, was that our
asynchronous algorithm only outperformed a centralized approach when message delays are very small.
Given that the constraints being checked require very
little computation, a message delay equivalent to 5 or
more constraint checks would not be unreasonable to
expect in a loosely-coupled distributed network. Our
results indicated that our algorithm would be suitable
for a tightly-coupled multiprocessor, but not a looselycoupled system.
However, on re ection we realized that this result
was not due to our algorithm, but instead to our problem decomposition. In essence, we were giving our
agents tasks that were too small. Traditional cooperative distributed problem solving applications involve having agents work on large, nearly-independent
subproblems. As a result, agents spend considerable
time for local computation between sending messages.
By having agents work on large-grained problems, the
communication delays in a loosely-coupled network no
longer dominate performance. For example, a typical
problem involves having agents track vehicles moving
through their di erent areas[6]. These agents each
perform substantial processing independently as they
interpret their own data, but they constrain each other
at their borders since their pieces of tracks must t to-

Q
X1 X5 X6 X7

X2 X8 X9 X10

Q

..
.

Q
Q
Agent 1

Q
Agent 2

Figure 4: Example of loosely-coupled DCSP (hierarchical n-queens)
gether.
We have modi ed the n-queens problem to capture
this \large-grained, nearly-independent" character by
developing the hierarchical n-queens problem shown
in Figure 4. As the gure shows, the problem involves n + 1 n-queens problems, in which the n of
the problems are essentially independent, except that
the positioning of the queen in the rst column carries
over the n + 1th problem. If each agent is given one
of these nearly independent problems, then an agent
can spend considerable time solving its own problem
and needs to interact less frequently with other agents
to check whether its local solution is compatible with
the agents' shared problem. This is like having agents
build major subassemblies on their own, but these subassemblies must \hook together" in a compatible way.
Figure 5 compares 3 experiments using the hierarchical 8-queens problem. One experiment uses centralized backtracking. The second experiment uses asynchronous backtracking where, as before, each queen
has its own agent. This means that, in this experiment, 64 agents are in action. The third experiment uses asynchronous backtracking involving only 8
agents, where each is responsible for 8 queens, including one of the queens of the \shared" board. When
message delay is small, the greater parallelism a orded
by using 64 agents dominates. However, as delay increases, performance of the 64 agents experiment degrades rapidly due to the amount of communication

asynchronous backtracking (8agents)
asynchronous backtracking (64agents)
centralized backtracking
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Figure 5: Comparison between asynchronous and centralized backtracking (loosely-coupled problem)
that the agents require. While using 8 agents was
less e ective with short message delays, increases in
message delays impact the 8 agents experiment much
less severely because the agents are working on larger
individual problems and communicating less. As a result, using 8 agents outperforms the centralized case
for delays up to 20 time units. These results con rm
that, if the local problems are loosely-coupled, asynchronous backtracking outperforms centralized backtracking even if communications are relatively slow.
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Conclusions

We presented the formalization of the distributed
constraint satisfaction problem and described alternative methods for solving it, including our own asynchronous backtracking algorithm. Our experiments
with these methods illustrated that solving constraint
satisfaction problems in a loosely-coupled, distributed
network is worthwhile if the local constraint satisfaction problems of each agent are large grained and
nearly independent. These results formalize intuitions
gained from past work in cooperative distributed problem solving.
Our ongoing research e orts involve introducing
various heuristics proposed in CSP into asynchronous
backtracking, and formalizing various CDPS methods
(methods for achieving coherent behaviors, etc.) using
the DCSP framework.
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